Not-so-Instant Replays

Rewinding Year 2005

As I sit at my computer on the Sunday after Thanksgiving, it distresses me to realize there were more turkeys on the football field with whistles and zebra stripes than there were on America’s dining room tables.

Granted there was a lot of football on TV the last few days, but the number of bad calls seems to increase with each passing week. Even instant replay doesn’t help much with the bad calls turning games around more than the teams on the field.

I think the game is too fast now for all the gray-beards they have calling the games. A former NFL official whom I know — and who worked five Super Bowls — told me that you have to work in a major conference for 10 years before you even get a sniff of working in the big show.

AS IT LIES

So, my point is? Out with the old and in with the new on the football fields of America. Let’s get guys in those Zebra outfits who can run, see, and have a brain in their heads.

It’s Masters Sunday, 16th green; DiMarco leads Woods by 2 shots. Tiger hits it in a horrible spot to try to salvage par with the traditional Sunday placement. The chip plops on the green, trickles across the slope feeding down the hill and then, in slow motion with the Nike logo on display to the entire golfing world, the ball drops into the hole for birdie, paving the way for Tiger to snatch victory from the jaws of defeat and win his fourth Masters title.

Bad call of the year award goes to the officials who ruled that Michele Wie dropped her ball improperly, paving the way for her to be disqualified. Remember the re-enactment took place the next day and was guided by TV footage from a bad angle. And yes, the infraction was pointed out by an armchair knucklehead.

Reminds me of the time the Walrus was disqualified for building a stance by placing a towel on the ground to keep his pants from getting ruined by the muddy area where his ball had come to rest.

While we’re at it, let’s get the USGA to re-evaluate some of the goofy rules we have in our wonderful game and let common sense rewrite the book. Think it doesn’t need to happen? Remember the time 20 people who moved a boulder the size of Rhode Island out of Tiger’s line of sight under the loose impediment rule? No penalty? I rest my case.

How fantastic was it to see Michael Campbell win the US Open and break down in tears of happiness and relief that his career was reborn by that gusty performance!

How marvelous and funny was it to see Fred Funk slip into a skirt after being out-driven by Annika at the Skins Game? Then, knock it on the par-five ninth in two and roll in an eagle putt for $225,000… and a new Explorer for some lucky duck who picked his name out of the hat and thought to himself, “Great, I’ve got the guy who was out-hit by the girl a few holes ago.” This is the same Doctor of Funk who won the Players Championship in March, and will turn 50 in a few months. Go Freddie. Go Terps. P.S. On Sunday Fred won every hole on the back nine and finished with $925,000 for the event. Not bad for a guy who averaged only 275 off the tee.

Back to the gridiron: Another bad year for Hurricane fans who thought that since all their players were out on bail or parole, they would have a great chance to win the National Championship. They went to Tallahassee for their season opener, played a dreadful game and lost to “Aw shucks, it weren’t nuthin’ Bowden. Then they win eight straight, culminating with a butt-whipping of Virginia Tech at Blacksburg, only to return to the Orange Bowl the next week and get out-played and out-coached by the Rambling Wreck. Their lack-luster performance in that game brought former Cane Warren Sapp to call it an “embarrassment and disgrace to the program.” I guess it’s not all bad since the Gators handed the ‘Noles their fourth loss of the season, which kind of made Urban (sprawl) (Oscar) Meyer’s year.

Can anyone stop the Colts? Remember, the season will be over before this is read, so I’ll go out on a limb and say, “maybe.” I can say that if anyone duplicates the Dolphins perfect season, then Peyton Manning and Tony Dungy are the type of good guys who should do it.

Wasn’t it great to see George’s $175 million All-Star team not make it to the World Series again?

Tiger won $10 million again this year. Annika won 10 times this year. She only played in 20.

I almost forgot to bash the Dolphins. No, I won’t kick a sick dog when it’s down. I did notice Jerry Glanville is still alive and coaching in Hawaii. South Florida has the same big hotels and white sand beaches. The weather is about the same, although it’s hotter in Miami in the summertime. Maybe there’s still a chance and maybe there’s hope for the Fins.

Seems our beloved Marlins are threatening to leave our fair city again. The taxpayers are still being stupid-born about building that $350 million stadium with the retractable roof. And the city, county and state governments won’t pony up either.

Happy 2006 to all of you and your families.